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{Ansuer ar4tTwo (2) questions.from Group A sndThree (3) questionsfront Group B, ntarks of each question
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Fig.'1
For the above data cube of Fig. l, do the

i. Slice for "tfur e=el,,
ii. Pivot the results of i

b) what are the choices for data cube materiali:,.tion? Discuss.
t-'.\t ltxplain concept hierarchy with an example.
(i) Illustrate a Star schema representation of Fig. 1.

,l'a) Compute the GINI indexes of all attributes from the following table and draw a decision tree
based on that calculation.

Tid Age CarType Class
0 23 Family Hiqn
1 17 Sports High
2 43 Sports Hiqh
,l

6B Familv Low
4 32 Truck Low
5 20 Family High
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Draw the Random

Why sometimes it:
approach?

3.a) Write the names ofthe different types of neura,l network architecture. Why we use learning
rate in backpropagation algorithm?

h) The following table consists of training data'f;:m a digital image processing database. In

rforest algorithm flow chart and describe the steps.

is useful to apply Random forest instead of traditional decision tree
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Show the weight values after one iteration of the backpropagation algorithm, given the
training instance (1,0,0). Note that, learning rate is 0.1

Group B

4.a) What would be the perfect precision score of a classifier? When it will happen?

Consider the following confusion matrix, and measure Accuracy, Error Rate, Sensitivity, Specificity,
Precision and Recall.

b) Explain the working procedure of K- Nearest Neighbors algorithm with necessary figure.

5.a) Describe instance base learning with example.

b) Calculate the distances between nominal attributes (such as: "single-Married", "Single-

Divorced", "Married-Divorced", "refund Yes -No') from table below.

c) Describe advantages and disadvantages of Naive Bayes Classi{ication.

6.a) Apply the Apriori algorithm with a minimum support threshold of 2 to the following transaction

database:
.I'ID

100

Items
{a, b, c, d, e}

3

3

3

5

4

3

200 {a, b, c,4 e, f}
300 {4 b, c, e}
400 {4, b, d}
i. List all candidates cl,c2,c3,c4 returned by the Apriori algorithm.

ii. List all potential candidates Ll, L2,L3,L4 returned by the Apriori algorithm.

t,) What is Ensemble method? How it improves the model performance?

?,a) Support Vector Machine always tries to maintain maximum margin for classification'

Explain it with proper sketch.

b) Suppose we are given the following positively labeled.data points :rr-ZD space: {(3,1)' (3,-1),
' (6i), (6,-1)) urritn" following nefaiivety labeled data points in 2D space: {(1,0), (0,1),

io,-ii, t-r,oj).1" addition, thrie support vectors are {(1,0), (3'1), (3,-1)'}

Appii S*pp6rt Vector Machine to cLssify data object (2,1) and find the maximum margin'

n

Class Yes No

Yes 710 30

No 150 350
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